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23th July 2018 

FANTASY ISLAND LAUNCHES EUROPE’S FIRST 
TWO PLAYER WHEEL OF FORTUNE! 

 
Sega Amusements International launched ICE’s Wheel of Fortune at this year’s EAG to much fanfare. 
With a quick roll out across the UK and overseas it has become this year’s “game to have” featuring in 
the top earning spot for many operators. 
 

Now Sega in partnership with Fantasy Island, in the popular 
resort town of Skegness in the UK, announce Europe’s first 
two player set up with Mega Deluxe Marquee. Sega’s Justin 
Burke said, “Wheel of Fortune has gotten off to a great start, 
with some operators quickly purchasing a second or third 
unit where they have multiple locations; it was only a matter 
of time before someone went for the big display of two 
games side by side with the mega marquee! The venue at 
Fantasy Island is the perfect spot for it.”  
 
Edward Mellors, Director at Fantasy Island enthused that 
“We are so proud to have the first 2 player Wheel of Fortune 
in Europe, it looks absolutely stunning. It’s a real attraction 
in its own right on the resort”. 

 
Coming from world leading redemption manufacturer ICE, who have 
given the industry some of the greatest games of all-time, this title 
brings ‘a real-life game show feel to the arcade’. With simple one 
lever pull action to start the game and spin the huge wheel, every 
spin adds a letter to the puzzle and redeems the player with tickets 
– once “WHEEL OF FORTUNE MEGA WIN” is completely spelt out the 
player can scoop the bonus ticket reward. With interactive game 
show host and voice-over prompts the game keeps players wanting 
to spin the wheel one more time! With two games side by side 
doubles the fun as player battle out to be the first to get all the 
letters. 
 
Burke concluded that “there are two marquee options for two player 
Wheel of Fortune, aside from this side-by-side Mega Marquee there 
is also the Spinning Marquee, one of which will be revealed very soon at another popular destination”. 
 
For more information on Wheel of Fortune contact ICE at 1 (716) 759-0370, www.icegame.com, or 
play@icegame.com 
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